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Objectives 

The goal behind the exploitation plan was to find the ways and means how to make the best use of 

the project’s activities carried out during the implementation. The foundation of achieving the 

exploitation goals was the dissemination strategy, therefore the exploitation and dissemination 
plan needed to go hand in hand throughout the project phases and after the funding ended. 
Identifying the target audience and appropriate channels to reach out to the ecosystems would 

maximise the impact of our strategy. 
 
The main purpose of the LIFE project was to understand the components leading to failure, what 

kind of support activities were interesting for startups and where the gaps were in the supporting 
systems. Relying on the findings of work packages, patterns were identified, thus partners aimed 
at making recommendations of best practices and spreading the word in conferences, forums and 

local events Europe-wide. LIFE aimed to overcome distributed markets and decentralized policy 

by providing access to pan-European case stories, talent & relevant expertise, sufficient financing 
and adequate facilities & networks. As a result of LIFE partners’ efforts, the strategic goal was to 

connect the key players of support networks and facilitate collaboration in the fragmented startup 
ecosystem in Europe. Part of the outcome of that effort was the foundation of a grassroot 

network, the European Startup Network. 
 
More specifically, the main objectives of the dissemination were: 

● to establish and maintain mechanisms for effective exploitation in the long term by using 

the capacity of our networks 

● to inform and raise awareness among stakeholders of the European startup scene about 

the stigma surrounding entrepreneurship and identify solutions to overcome them 

● to encourage more levels and types of exploitation of the knowledge produced by the 

partners of the LIFE project 

● to ensure that the information reaches the target audience on a timely basis and the 

benefits of the project endure 
 
 
Dissemination lead: Tech eu 
 
Tech.eu is the premier source of European technology news, data, analysis and market 
intelligence. They help companies, organisations, investors and governments navigate a 

fragmented region with vast potential, by helping them gain insights into the wider European tech 
ecosystem. 
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Dissemination plan 
It built on web presence primarily; each partner published insights and valuable datasets channels. 
After the reports were finished, it made it possible to publish documents of different 
dissemination levels as well as infographics and some quotes by the interviewees. Web presence 
did not only consist of a traditional static website, but included elements of social networking. In 
the social media channels, Twitter proved most relevant along with the significant reach of and 
accelerator-specific platforms including, of course, f6s.com and the major European tech news 
site,Tech.eu.  

Examples of disseminated content to put LIFE project in the spotlight: 

✓  http://tech.eu/inside/4584/fail-better/ 
 
A general introduction of the LIFE project, in an effort to better understand ‘failure’ in the context 
of European entrepreneurship – and a call for entrepreneurs sharing their own stories. 

 
  

http://tech.eu/inside/4584/fail-better/
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✓  http://tech.eu/features/5895/arthur-tolsma-failing-forward/  
 
How can Europeans learn to better cope with business failure and turn it into an asset? 
Entrepreneur Arthur Tolsma shares insights gained by personal experiences. 

 

 
  

http://tech.eu/features/5895/arthur-tolsma-failing-forward/
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✓  http://tech.eu/features/6264/oscon-leslie-hawthorn-fear-failing/ 
 

Tech.eu had an interesting chat with developer strategy expert Leslie Hawthorn, an American 
expat currently living in Amsterdam, about fear of failure. 

 

 

✓  http://tech.eu/news/tech-eu-podcast-10-three-new-funds-europes-relationship-failure-
update-blablacar-look-kima-ventures/ 

On the Tech.eu podcast, we discussed the topic of failure in Europe and the Failing Forward 
conference in Brussels with a focus on one of the speakers, Arthur Tolsma. 

 

 

 

http://tech.eu/features/6264/oscon-leslie-hawthorn-fear-failing/
http://tech.eu/news/tech-eu-podcast-10-three-new-funds-europes-relationship-failure-
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✓  http://tech.eu/brief/founders-skype-spotify-supercell-slush-2016-video/ 
Tech.eu was asked to moderate one of the most-anticipated panels at the Slush event in Helsinki, 
facilitating a discussion with the founders of Spotify, Skype/Atomico and Supercell. The talk was 
more about their failures and mistakes and what they learned from them than about their massive 
achievements to date. 

 

  

http://tech.eu/brief/founders-skype-spotify-supercell-slush-2016-video/
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✓  http://tech.eu/features/10735/can-europe-innovate-a-way-out-of-its-lost-decade/ 
 

Sean Randolph, senior director of the Bay Area Council Economic Institute, shares his views on 
Europe’s ability to innovate and ‘find its way again’. 

 

 

  

http://tech.eu/features/10735/can-europe-innovate-a-way-out-of-its-lost-decade/
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Series of articles published based on WP2 findings: 

 http://tech.eu/features/11063/life-project-talent-shortage 
The oft-talked about talent shortage in the European tech scene: is it perception or reality? And 
if the latter, what is exactly the issue – and how can we fix it? 

 

  

http://tech.eu/features/11063/life-project-talent-shortage
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 http://tech.eu/research/11107/life-project-startup-basics 
From the right founders to solving a real problem, the European Commission-sponsored LIFE 
project details the mistakes startups make in their earliest days. 

 

  

http://tech.eu/research/11107/life-project-startup-basics
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 http://tech.eu/research/11159/life-project-money-team-customers 
 
The LIFE project looks at the different challenges for European startups during their development. 
Some eye-opening data and conclusions in this article. 

 

  

http://tech.eu/research/11159/life-project-money-team-customers
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Failing Forward - highlight of LIFE project  

Failing Forward conference was born in the belief that Belgium, and in a broader sense Europe 
was craving a place where failure was accepted and interpreted as a lesson from life, rather than 
the end of the road. In the first editions, mostly local entrepreneurs shared on stage about their 
#failingfwd stories, what went wrong and what they learned. The idea, #failingfwd was pioneered 
by the Failure Institute in Mexico, which also prompted the worldwide network of FuckUp Nights. 
Yet a full day of conference including keynote speeches, workshops and one-on-one lessons was 
one of a kind in Europe at that time. To increase the reach of the message in the continent, a 
European project, LIFE (a witty acronym standing for Learning Incrementally from Failed 
Entrepreneurship) consortium was built with 15 partners from the European startup ecosystem. 
Failing Forward remained the touchstone of the project complimented with research, networking 
and local events. Conference with LIFE panel summarized in a Storify story:  

https://storify.com/startupsbe/failing-forward-2016#1237f7 

Failing Forward conference: album on Facebook can be found here. 

Examples of speakers: 

• Lut Wyers, Founder of COCOMO and Identify.Me  

• Jef Colruyt,CEO of Colruyt group  

• Gemma Galdon Claves, Founder & Director of Eticas Research and Consulting  

• Gert Bergen, Advisor Innovation & economic policy @ Cabinet Flemish Minister 
for Innovation  

• Bart de Pauw, Actor & Screenwriter 

Videos:  

YouTube playlist 2015 talks  

YouTube playlist 2016 talks 

Publications:  

● http://tech.eu/inside/4584/fail-better/ 
● http://tech.eu/features/5895/arthur-tolsma-failing-forward/ 
● http://tech.eu/features/6264/oscon-leslie-hawthorn-fear-failing/ 

 
 
  

https://storify.com/startupsbe/failing-forward-2016#1237f7
http://tech.eu/inside/4584/fail-better/
http://tech.eu/features/5895/arthur-tolsma-failing-forward/
http://tech.eu/features/6264/oscon-leslie-hawthorn-fear-failing/
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Partners’ dissemination efforts 

Outsight: evaluation and scientific dissemination in the duration of the project 

F6S: FailBetter.eu website - was redirecting to LIFE page on F6S. F6S newsletter to around 70.000 
European founders. Both Failing Forward events were created on the platform and disseminated 
through the platform (e.g. direct emails, newsletters). Other events and results were also 
disseminated through F6S channels and network. Resources produced during the LIFE project 
lifetime was collected, shared and disseminated on the project website at 
https://www.f6s.com/life." 

Tech.eu: As an online media publication they ran regular news articles about the project, the 
learnings and the various events, including in their weekly newsletter, published on their website 
and shared across their social media network. Tech.eu’s regular involvement in conferences and 
events across Europe helped  spread news and information about the project through WOM. 
Robin maximised his  opportunity to include the LIFE project in his discussions with stakeholders 
across Europe. Going forward they would integrate the project message in all articles and 
communications, where the message hold relevance. 

Beta-i: Promoting events & stories/content produced on social media (facebook, twitter), 
newsletters. Through the organization of events. Updated the acceleration programmes and 
mentoring activities with the know-how from the project. Linking to the FuckUp Nights Lisbon 
initiative and possibly leveraging on the material developed by the project to support research on 
failure with an academic partner (talks ongoing). 

Tetuan Valley: shared the produced reports and articles by Tech.eu via direct email to all of our 
community, and also shared them in all our social media platforms. They also talked about the LIFE 
Project at many events we attended, and organized specific events on fear of failure. Tetuan 
Valley pledged to continue to mention the LIFE Project and its findings in any event where we see 
fit, and to share with our network the final report from the project. 

Chamberi Valley: Word of mouth and at informal lunch meetings at Chamberi Valley. IN3 would 
be run on a yearly basis and their goal is to continue to encourage the discussion of startup failures 
in the community. 

NUMA: they promoted the actions that they conducted for the project on their social networks 
(twitter mostly as most founder stories are private). NUMA also tried to mention the LIFE project 
every time we had the opportunity to talk about their action at EU level and to promote synergies 
with other StartupEU projects (invitation of WeHubs to a conference on access to funding at EU 
level organised at NUMA, participation of NUMA to a Webinar on how to help startups go 
international). 

Founder stories proved to be a successful format that they would keep. Idea was to probably 
adapt the interviews of the founders that they would publish after each founder story. As a matter 
of fact, all founders tended to give the same advice to startups. On the other hand, if they focused 
the articles on their entrepreneurial journey (roadblocks, failures, pivots), all founders that they 

https://www.f6s.com/life.
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interviewed would have had a different story to tell. Plan would be to ask more question about 
failure. 

Startup100: Advertising the Failing Forward conference in their networks and in their newsletter 
(Startup100’s media reaches over 10000 entrepreneurs, investors and startup influencers 
monthly). Once the project ended, sharing the learnings of the research in their networks and 
newsletter. Continuing sending leads on stories of failed entrepreneurs for Tech.eu. Sharing the 
reports and the upcoming brochure. Possibly publishing a list of failed startups on startup100.net" 

OCC: they relied on their events (described above), Twitter & Facebook pages. Mostly OCC would 
disseminate any quality information related to the Project via their social media channels – 
Twitter & Facebook. 

Startup Wise Guys: continues to raise discussions around the project findings also next year. A 
meetup of ecosystem partners would be initiated during our next accelerator program in Tallinn in 
spring’17 and shall pay attention to topic while mentoring and helping the teams selected to the 
program. We were working closely with Latitude59 conference organisers to draw attention to 
certain aspects by inviting successful founder to talk about their failing experience and initiating a 
panel discussion on a startup stage of the conference. 

Startup Wise Guys also organised an event in Tallinn in Oct’16 titled Facing Founder issues to 
tackle challenges startup founders face when building their company. Target group was 
established startups facing challenges in founders’ structure and adding international talent into 
the team. Participants were startups founders who had faced founder issues themselves or 
wanted to learn more about this valuable knowledge from successful startup CEO’s and legal 
experts. 

UnternehmerTUM: they used various events to present and discuss the project and its outcomes. 
They also used their marketing channels (Facebook, Newsletter and Twitter) to promote the 
project, events and the FF conference. They would disseminate a final conclusion about LIFE after 
the FF Conference: roadmap and key learnings from the project. 

Rob Aalders: via the events, Digimark platform and Facebook posts 

ZIP: word of mouth, informal meetings in ZIP, through the media. They planned at least one event 
per year where startups from Croatian could talk about the failure and the lessons from it. Articles 
in the media: 

● http://www.poslovnipuls.com/2016/07/08/zip-demo-day-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-
naucili-iz-neuspjeha/ 

● http://www.netokracija.com/zip-startupi-deveta-generacija-121245 
● http://www.tportal.hr/gadgeterija/tehnologija/435743/ZIP-ce-sudjelovati-u-konferenciji-

o-neuspjehu.html 
●  http://www.ictbusiness.info/poslovanje/zip-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha 
● http://www.racunalo.com/zip-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha/ 
● http://profitiraj.hr/startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha/ 

http://www.poslovnipuls.com/2016/07/08/zip-demo-day-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-
http://www.netokracija.com/zip-startupi-deveta-generacija-121245
http://www.tportal.hr/gadgeterija/tehnologija/435743/ZIP-ce-sudjelovati-u-konferenciji-
http://www.ictbusiness.info/poslovanje/zip-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha
http://www.racunalo.com/zip-startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha/
http://profitiraj.hr/startupi-diplomirali-ali-i-naucili-iz-neuspjeha/
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Startup Norway: through closed events and their closed network – and through social media, 
emails etc. They used general knowledge sharing system. They would advertise the failing forward 
conference in Startup Norway's channels in social media and newsletters, and take care of the 
network and knowledge that came out of this project. They would help project partners spread the 
word on relevant initiatives. 

  
Startup 
Norway 

Fuckup Nights Vol.1 Oslo, Norway 25/02- 2016 

  Startup 
Norway 

Startup Extreme Bergen, Norway 15-17 June 2016 

  Startup 
Norway 

Angel Challenge Trondheim Program 
2016 

Trondheim, 
Norway 

15.Sept - 10. Nov. 
2016 

  Startup 
Norway 

Angel Challenge Oslo Program Fall 
2016 

Oslo, Norway 11.Okt - 6.Des 2016 

  Startup 
Norway 

Angel Challenge Stavanger Program 
Fall 2016 

Stavanger, 
Norway 

8.Aug - 6.Oct 2016 

  Startup 
Norway 

Angel Challenge Bergen Program 
Spring 2016 

Bergen, Norway 13.April - 15.June 
2016 

  
Startup 
Norway 

Angel Challenge Oslo Program Spring 
2016 

Oslo, Norway 8.March - 10.Mai 
2016 

Dropmark 

As an extra source of information, RAUM initiated to collect articles about failure and failed 
startups in general and make it publicly available. It resulted in the creation of a Dropmark 
collection where partners added input continuously: http://failforward.dropmark.com/ 

Collaboration  

MY WAY 

LIFE signed a collaboration agreement with MY WAY which resulted in failing forward session in 3 
student conferences. It started in London (February), then continued in Lisbon (October) and in 
Treviso, Italy (December). Panels were appreciated by the participants as failure still bears a 
stigma in Europe. Starting educating young, wannabe entrepreneurs by showing them that a failed 
business idea is not game over could go a long way empowering more and more entrepreneurs in 
Europe. Conferences: 

London - MY WAY student conference - 20-21 February, 2016 

http://failforward.dropmark.com/
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Article about the conference: 

http://www.mywaystartup.eu/news/337 

Lisbon - Startup is MY WAY student conference - 21 October, Lisbon, 2016 

Agenda of the conference: 

http://www.mywaystartup.eu/assets/content/We%20Start%20Lisbon%20Agenda_final.pdf 

 
Panel discussion organised by Beta-i with the contribution of Miha Matlievski, fail coach: 

http://www.mywaystartup.eu/news/337
http://www.mywaystartup.eu/assets/content/We%20Start%20Lisbon%20Agenda_final.pdf
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Summary article: 

http://www.eu-startups.com/2016/12/startup-is-my-way-inspired-the-next-generation-of-
founders-and-celebrated-female-entrepreneurship/ 

 
  

http://www.eu-startups.com/2016/12/startup-is-my-way-inspired-the-next-generation-of-
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Digistart 

Startup Europe’s Digistart project also used the videos from Failing Forward conference in their 
online course repository: 

 
Startup Europe - continuous collaboration during the project, attendance of joint reviews, 
conferences. Hugin & Munin PR agency’s support in promoting events related to LIFE. 

As part of the collaboration with Startup Europe, Tech.eu produced a guide how to write more 
compelling and journalistic articles to help Startup Europe project in their story telling efforts. 
Here there is an excerpt from the article: 
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FuckUp Nights - in a number of countries partners approached their local FuckUp Nights 
organisers who contributed to the project. 

 
Public lists of failed startups is available on this link:  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13grhMzr-
KsoUUMpRSN7jIvDoAOBYYpxjL3J7HNIl_80/edit#gid=0 

 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13grhMzr-
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Tech Startup Day, Startups.be’s biggest startup conference also featured a LIFE session on 
#failingfwd with the moderation of Kira van Ende, a Brussels-based FuckUp Nights organiser: 

 
Beta-i organised a LIFE panel as part of ICT 2015 (European Commission’s ICT policy conference 
in Lisbon):  
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List of events Tech.eu participated in from December 2014 until 
December 2016: 

- Le Web 

 
- InnoApps 2015 
- Startup Europe Summit 

 
- Techstars London Demo Day 
- #Digital4EU Stakeholder Forum 
- Mobile World Congress / 4YFN 2015 
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- WebTomorrow 2015 
- Tech Startup Day 2015 
- Global Entrepreneurship Congress 
- Net Futures 
- Digital Media Europe 
- Latitude59 

 
- DigitalK 2015 
- Arctic15 
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- The Europas 2015 
- Startup Extreme 

 
- White Bull Summit 
- Failing Forward 2015 
- Wayra - Nesta: Disrupting the ecosystem: The rise of corporate acceleration 
- GE Garages Brussels / Paris 
- Slush 
- Startup Europe Week launch 
- Tech Startup Day 2016 
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- Mobile World Congress / 4YFN 2016 

 
- SXSW 
- Café Numérique 
- DigitalK 2016 

 
- Pioneers 
- TNW Conference 
- Techstars FounderCon Berlin 
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- LevelUp Ghent 

 
- Symposium / Brilliant Minds Stockholm 
- The Europas 2015 
- WebTomorrow 2016 
- InnoApps 2016 
- Dive Conference 
- Tech Open Air 
- DLD Europe 
- SaaStock 

 
- Bits & Pretzels 
- Mondial L’Automobile 
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- Web Summit / F.ounders 

 
- Failing Forward 2016 
- BIG BAN Angel Investor Summit 

 
- Slush 2016 
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ANNEXES 

LIFE brochure 
 
Designed by Hugin&Munin: 
 

 


